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Victorian Artist’s Society - Gallery Lighting Upgrade
Established in 1870, the Victorian Artist’s Society (VAS) has been an organi-
sation supporting and promoting the arts and cultural expression of many 
Australian artists in the Victorian community. The VAS have been associ-
ated with the early career of almost every eminent Australian artist of this 
and the last century.

Last March, the VAS celebrated the restoration of its galleries with a Con-
temporary Exhibition Opening and Awards Presentation. The first stage of 
this restoration included the upgrade of the lighting system to LED technol-
ogy. The VAS committee chose the ERCO Opton LED spotlights to replace 
the already outdated luminaires in the McCubbin, Hammond and Frater 
galleries.

The ERCO Opton Spotlights are mounted on a 3-circuit track suspended 
from the high ceilings. Opton wallwashers are used to evenly illuminate 
all vertical surfaces and create the general lighting with a soft indirect il-
lumination. In the Hammond and Frater galleries, a track runs through the 
centre of the room where Optons with spot beam and oval flood lenses 
provide accent lighting over other pieces of artwork exhibited in the space.

The innovative lighting installation includes the Buckford Where’s Ben 14 
linear LED profile. The profile’s asymmetrical beam distribution produces a 
homogeneous ceiling washlight with a pleasant linear glow along  all the 
walls. This lighting feature not only increases the brightness perception in 
the rooms, but also emphasizes the ceiling architectural details and the 
large scale of the spatial envelope.

The new lighting installation offers flexibility 
and low maintenance. When the ceiling and 
walls are evenly illuminated, the rooms look 
brighter and  larger. While illuminating only 
the walls will change the room’s perspective 
and create a more dramatic lighting scene.
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Opton Spotlight 
Product information >>>

Birkenhead Bridge Lighting Upgrade - Port Adelaide 

RFL500 LED Area & Street Light
Product information >>>

The new academic building at the University of Melbourne, the Melbourne School of Design (MSD), is a state of 
the art facility; a contemporary building made out of glass, wood, concrete and zinc. Designed by Melbourne John 
Wardle Architects and Boston-based architects NADAAA, as architects in collaboration to deliver the new univer-
sity’s faculty of architecture, building and planning. 

With lighting designed by Electrolight, the MSD building has already won 15 awards for its architecture, interior 
design, use of materials and sustainability credentials – significant recognition to a building that was officially open 
to students a few years ago.

MSD Building South East Corner. Pic: John Gollings / University of Melbourne

Melbourne School of Design

In the McCubbin Gallery, four 75S LED Linear Profiles are suspended 
in the centre of the void. The luminaires feature an opal diffuser 
with flood distribution, they  are only used when higher lighting lev-
els are required in the area. The wallwashing and uplighting  effects 
from the track lighting and the Where’s Ben 14  profile produce suf-
ficient general illumination for safe movement and circulation in the 
gallery and over the staircase.

All luminaires were specified in white colour finish and 3000K colour 
temperature. For more project information, please contact our of-
fice. For more project images, visit our website.

The BIG Team

Where’s Ben 14
Product information >>>

Part of the landscape lighting includes the WE-EF RFL500 LED Area and Street 
Light. The energy-efficient outdoor luminaire was specified by the lighting de-
signers in 55W 3000K with the S60 lens for a side-throw beam distribution. All  
RFL500s are mounted on WE-EF AML-K aluminium poles, which are made from 
no less than 95% recycled aluminium.
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Visit the Xero Lighting Website  >>>

INTRODUCING OUR NEW BUSINESS PARTNER: XERO LIGHTING GROUP

Download the brochure  >>>

XERO is the innovation industry leader of linear LED lighting systems, with 
technological developments from the simplicity of installation, to unsur-
passed product performance backed by the most comprehensive warranty.

The company’s main focus is design, proudly offering a series of quality 
products without the issues associated with conventional linear lighting 
systems - such as light spill - ensuring high efficiency and effective illumina-
tion without any visual distraction. All linear products are manufactured to 
the highest engineering standards and designed to suit any architectural 
application. With a standard 10-year warranty and an optional 15-year war-
ranty, the Xero Lighting  XTA and XTI Series  guarantee precise and excep-
tional performance over time.

EVERYTHING STARTS AT XERO 
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